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Abstract:

This thesis is composed of three studies focusing on shipping market economics. The first study collects 179 papers from 38 academic journals related to shipping market economics. Through a bibliometric analysis on the author collaboration, evolution of research topics and methods, the research in shipping market economics is found to transfer from technique-driven to idea-driven. The results show the number of author's citations is positively related to his/her centrality score in social network. The findings provide empirical evidences on the effect of author collaboration. The research topics in shipping market economics are becoming convergent and organized, while the research methodologies are becoming diverse. The study identifies some underdeveloped field in shipping market economics to be further investigated. All these challenges should be viewed as an opportunity: An opportunity to contribute to the understanding of shipping market economics, an opportunity to develop some underdeveloped topics; an opportunity to apply new ideas and concepts into the shipping market economics.

The second study investigates second-hand ship price in shipping investment incorporating seller buyer domicile effect. Besides ship specific factors and market conditions, the domicile effect is incorporated into a fixed effect model. The results confirms the importance of investor domicile effects and illustrates that investor domicile represents an appropriate proxy for the culture traits of investors as well as for the impact of domicile economic conditions on funding costs and market expectations. The results put emphasis on the counterpart domicile selection during the negotiation stage.

The third study addresses the seasonality issue in the freight rate market. The impact of the China effect on dry bulk commodity market is considered. Through comparing different seasonality patterns before and after the China effect, the results demonstrate that the China effect has changed the seasonal patterns of freight rate dramatically. The seasonal effect of October becomes reverse which can be potentially attributed to China's National Day and import-export habit. The results are helpful for shippers, engaged in major dry bulk commodity transport, to adjust their capacity using the seasonal movement of freight rate.
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